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QUESTION 1

An organization has the following requirements for a server\\'s backup data: Two copies need to be retained for the
same backup data. One copy needs to be sent to disk with a retention period of one month. A second copy needs to be
sent to tape with a retention period of six months. The copy on disk may only be automatically deleted by Symantec
NetBackup 7.0 after one month. Because of licensing, this must be configured avoiding using storage lifecycle policies.
How can a Symantec NetBackup 7.0 administrator configure a backup policy, maximizing automation, to meet these
requirements? 

A. create a basic disk staging storage unit with a fixed retention of one month and staging to tape with a retention of six
months; configure the backup policy to use this disk 

B. configure the backup policy to back up to a basic disk with retention of one month; run the bpduplicate command to
duplicate to tape with retention of six months 

C. configure two identical schedules for the same policy, then configure one schedule to go to a basic disk with retention
of one month and configure the other schedule to go to tape with retention of six months 

D. configure the backup policy so that the schedule runs multiple backups: one to basic disk with one month retention,
and one to tape with six months retention 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement best describes your ability to back up and recover Symantec NetBackup 7.0 catalogs? 

A. I can back up and recover Symantec NetBackup 7.0 catalogs WITHOUT assistance. 

B. I can back up and recover Symantec NetBackup 7.0 catalogs with MINIMAL assistance (e.g., referring to
documentation). 

C. I can back up and recover Symantec NetBackup 7.0 catalogs with SIGNIFICANT assistance (e.g., calling support or
working with a mentor). 

D. I am familiar with how to back up and recover Symantec NetBackup 7.0 catalogs but have NO field experience. 

E. I am NOT familiar with how to back up and recover Symantec NetBackup 7.0 catalogs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the default media server SCSI reserve setting? 

A. SCSI Persistent reserve 

B. SPC-2 SCSI reserve 

C. SPC-3 SCSI reserve 
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D. SPC-4 SCSI reserve 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two functions can be performed with a tpconfig command in Symantec NetBackup 7.0? (Select two.) 

A. discover and display disk paths 

B. add and configure robotic libraries 

C. freeze / unfreeze tape volumes 

D. display robot and tape drive configuration 

E. display and update storage units 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two directives are used to force Symantec NetBackup 7.0 to back up the Windows Registry? (Select two.) 

A. ALL_LOCAL_DRIVES 

B. REGISTRY 

C. Shadow Copy Components 

D. NEW_STREAM E.WINDOWS_REGISTRY 

Correct Answer: AC 
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